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Outline

• Conclusion section as part of the RA structure

• Moves & steps model for the Conclusion section

• Practical task - analysis of published articles

• Task for next week

• Abstract



Conclusion

The main purpose of a Conclusion is to summarize the research by 
highlighting the findings, evaluating and pointing out possible lines of 
future research as well as suggesting implications for teaching and 
learning.

– Yang & Allison (2003: 380)



To conclude or not to conclude?



Macro-structure of the RA

Data: 780 empirical RAs from 39 disciplines, 20 leading journals



Conclusion as a separate section

Data: 780 empirical RAs from 39 disciplines, 20 leading journals



When to conclude?

R&D – 89%
R+D – 50%

RMD – 71%
[RM]D – 57%



Conclusion
Move&Step model by Yang & Allison, 2003

Move 1—Summarizing the study

Indicating significance/advantage

Indicating limitations 

Evaluating methodology 

Move 2—Evaluating the Study 

Move 3—Deductions from the research

Recommending further research

Drawing (pedagogic) implication 



Discussion vs Conclusion

1. Re-establishing the territory

Drawing on general background

Drawing on study specific background

Recounting the principal findings

Previewing the discussion ‘road map’

2. Framing the new knowledge 

Explicating the results

Accounting for the results

Clarifying expectations

Addressing limitations

3. Re-shaping the territory 

Supporting with evidence

Countering with evidence

4. Establishing additional territory 

Generalizing results

Stating the value

Noting implications

Proposing directions
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The Discussion focuses more on commenting on specific results, 
while the Conclusion concentrates more on highlighting overall 
results and evaluating the study.



Your next task

• Draft your Conclusion 30.11.2018
OR rewrite any ohter section

• Include a short cover letter

• Review your group members’ drafts 07.12.2018

https://goo.gl/FXbzpD
https://goo.gl/1EXn2p


Your task now

1. Analyse the Conclusion section in 
three RAs
• You (are currently) read(ing)

• You have written yourself (draft or 
published)

• Published in your target journal

2. What does the text DO?
• What moves can you identify?

• What steps can you identify?

• What else is there?
• ohter moves/steps/functions

• patterns of language



Abstract

• Accurate & condense summary 

• Representative of the whole RA

• Informative + persuasive function

• Usefulness to the reader



Moves in the Abstract 
Santos (1996)



Moves in the Abstract 
Hyland (2000)



Your task now

1. Analyse abstracts in three RAs
• You (are currently) read(ing)

• You have written yourself (draft or 
published)

• Published in your target journal

What does the text DO?
• What moves can you identify?

• What patterns of language

2. Draft your abstract
• What moves are appropriate

• What patterns of language

• Share with your group
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